
Cut a piece of card to measure 
6” x 9”

Then along the 9” side score 
21/8”, 41/4”, 63/8” and 81/2” 
vertically.

Rotate the card and score 2 3/4” 
horizontally.

Cut along the score lines of the 
top section as seen in the 
image and remove the last 
small scored section 
completely (leaving a tab along 
the bottom). Then fold and glue 
the box along the tab as seen 
below and fold down 3 of the 
flaps.



Cut 2 pieces of card to measure 31/8” x 11/8” and 
score 1/2” in from each edge of the long side. Fold 
so that the card forms a Z shape.

Cut 3 strips of Madison Paper to measure 21/2” x 
16/8” and one piece to measure 16/8” x 4”, edge with 
Memento Pistachio ink using a sponge dauber.

Attach paper to flaps and back of box and then glue z strips into place as shown.



Cut a rectangle of Fern Green Card to measure 115/16” x 57/8” and a piece of Storm card slightly smaller 
to create a mount and then stamp sentiment from Cupcake Day 40-308 with Versafine Spanish Moss 
ink, attach to the back panel of the box.

Stamp Belle Fleurs 30-217 with Memento Tuxedo Black ink and colour with Chameleon alcohol pens - I 
have used Blue B1, Yellow Orange YO1, Violet V1, Olive OL1, Sienna BR1, Red Orange RO1 and 
Purple P1. Cut out and adhere to front tab inside box. Stamp again and cut individual flowers to use on 
the leaves for the back tab.



Cut leaves from the mid 
and dark shades of the 
Fern Green Mix and Match 
card glue to back tab.

Add extra flowers created 
earlier to leaves.



Stamp frame from Special Wishes 30-229 using Versafine Spanish Moss ink cut out leaving a small 
white border around the frame edge and then stamp the sentiment from Love Assortment in Versafine 
Olympia Green Ink. Attach to the front flap of the box add a few more cut flowers to the frame to 
decorate.



The box is now complete and folds easily to go in an envelope!


